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	This book is intended as a companion volume to the original

	Computers and Typography, but in no way supercedes it. The first

	book discussed many of the traditional typographic guidelines, and

	related them to modern technology. It recognised that this

	knowledge had not been part of the training or experience of the

	earlier generation of computer programmers and software designers,

	and that the importance of such issues was still not fully appreciated.





	The following words appeared recently in the publicity for an

	exhibiton of the work of Sumner Stone, the American calligrapher

	turned computer type designer: ‘As the keyboard becomes a more

	familiar tool than pen or pencil, and the ancient bond between

	handwritten letterforms and the type used by printers seems about

	to vanish, what will determine the standards of legibility, clarity,

	impact or fluency of the alphabets that fill our daily lives?’ This

	statement seems to echo the concerns of many of the contributors to

	this book as they chart the changes that the computer inevitably has

	brought to their work. The experience they bring, resulting from

	their traditional training allied to their work at the forefront of

	typographic design in the age of computers, is invaluable.

	This volume reflects the developments in the rapidly-changing field of typography for computer interface design. Presented as a series of integrated case studies and interviews, the book covers: the skills needed for quality website design; the impact of computers upon publishing and coroprate design; the use of computers within the educational field; the progress of child-orientated typefaces; and issues in screen layout when designing educational and training software.
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3D QSAR in Drug Design: Volume 2: Ligand-Protein Interactions and Molecular SimilaritySpringer, 1998
Volumes 2 and 3 of the 3D QSAR in Drug Design series aim  to review the progress being made in CoMFA and other 3D QSAR  approaches since the publication of the highly successful first volume  about four years ago.
  
Volume 2 (Ligand-Protein Interactions and Molecular  Similarity) divides into three sections...
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Exploring the JDS Linux DesktopO'Reilly, 2004
The ideal guide to JDS, Exploring the JDS Linux  Desktop is clear and direct, and  carefully  covers such housekeeping chores as setting up networking,  updates, and backups. It enters into great depth concerning  the key productivity tools every user needs: email, web  browsing, instant messaging, word processing,...
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Public Key Cryptography: Applications and Attacks (IEEE Press Series on Information and Communication Networks Security)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book covers public-key cryptography, describing in depth all major public-key cryptosystems in current use, including ElGamal, RSA, Elliptic Curve, and digital signature schemes. It explains the underlying mathematics needed to build these schemes, and examines the most common techniques used in attacking them. Illustrated with many...
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Pro HTML5 with Visual Studio 2012Apress, 2012


	HTML5 is such an exciting opportunity for software developers. For a long time, the web has been the favorite

	platform for providing software applications to both external and internal users because of its reach and ease of

	deployment and maintenance. The primary limitation has been the client-side support, which can severely limit...
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Fiber Optics Installer and Technician GuideSybex, 2005

	For years, fiber optics was the future. Now, it's the present, and the time has come to act if you want to make a career in this fast-growing field. "The Fiber Optics Installer and Technician Guide" is a comprehensive resource designed to prepare you for the two leading fiber optics certifications, Fiber Optics Installer (FOI)...
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Practical Machine Learning with Rust: Creating Intelligent Applications in RustApress, 2019

	
		Explore machine learning in Rust and learn about the intricacies of creating machine learning applications. This book begins by covering the important concepts of machine learning such as supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning, and the basics of Rust. Further, you’ll dive into the more specific fields of machine...
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